
FREE AI CERTIFICATES
ON THE BEST ANGUS SIRES IN THE INDUSTRY

You deserve the BEST Angus genetics the industry has to offer. As a 
purebred producer, you need the right bull power to create cattle that not 
only work for you, but also your customers. The ABS Angus lineup is built 
on a commercially relevant foundation with the genetic reach and market 
appeal to take your herd to the next level.

 » Quality phenotype for longevity and satisfaction

 » Diverse pedigrees and data to deliver across a variety  
of goals and environments

 » Leading-edge data and young sires to keep you out front  
and to provide maximum value

 » Proven calving ease and maternal genetics to ensure success  
and long-term satisfaction

 » Added emphasis on key areas like feed efficiency, adaptability,  
and mature size

 » Sexcel® makes every mating count
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Buy 50 units or more:  
Get ONE free certificate 
for every 10 units

Buy 100 units or more: 
Get TWO free certificates 
for every 10 units

Contact your ABS Representative 
or call us at 800.ABS.STUD 
to take advantage of this offer!

ANGUS Retail 30 50 100
29AN2064 IDENTIFIED $35 $32 $28 $25
29AN2072 ACE $35 $32 $28 $22
29AN2093 PATRIARCH $35 $32 $28 $22
29AN2099 FIREBALL $35 $32 $28 $25
29AN2144 TRUE NORTH $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2180 STOCK FUND $35 $32 $28 $25
29AN2204 NO SUBSTITUTE $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2218 DYNAMIC $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2221 COMSTOCK $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2249 REPUBLIC $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2253 DIGNITY $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2255 JAMESON $60 $50 $45 $40
29AN2256 TRUE GRIT $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2267 SURPASS $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2272 WHITEWATER $35 $32 $28 $25
629AN2064 IDENTIFIED  ♀ $60 $50 $45 $40
629AN2093 PATRIARCH  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2099 FIREBALL  ♀ $60 $50 $45 $40
629AN2144 TRUE NORTH  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2218 DYNAMIC  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2221 COMSTOCK  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
629AN2230 KING PIN  ♀ $80 $70 $65 $60
929AN2099 FIREBALL  ♂ $60 $50 $45 $40
929AN2218 DYNAMIC  ♂ $50 $45 $40 $35
929AN2221 COMSTOCK  ♂ $40 $36 $33 $30

♀ Sexcel® Female  |   ♂ Sexcel® Male

SPRING 2024 SPECIAL

ANGUS Retail 30 50 100
29AN1949 CROSSBOW $22 $20 $18 $15
29AN2023 MAGNITUDE $25 $22 $19 $16
29AN2025 STELLAR $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN2032 RAMESSES $25 $22 $19 $16
29AN2113 ACCOMPLISHMENT $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2207 SOUTHERN STRONG $25 $22 $19 $16
29AN2246 GUNNER $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2248 DOMINANCE $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2252 POLARIS $22 $20 $18 $15
29AN2258 ROWDEN $22 $20 $18 $15
29AN2261 REALITY $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2265 VISION $40 $36 $33 $30
29AN2273 CROSSFIRE $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2275 BLACK BANDOLIER $30 $25 $22 $20
29AN2278 INSTITUTION $30 $26 $24 $22
29AN2282 CONTENDER $30 $25 $22 $20
629AN2025 STELLAR  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2113 ACCOMPLISHMENT  ♀ $50 $45 $40 $35
629AN2207 SOUTHERN STRONG  ♀ $40 $36 $33 $30
929AN2032 RAMESSES  ♂ $40 $36 $33 $30
929AN2265 VISION  ♂ $60 $50 $45 $40
929AN2275 BLACK BANDOLIER  ♂ $50 $45 $40 $35

PROVEN & PROMISING SPECIAL

Prices effective for orders placed by March 25, 2024 or until supplies run out.

Prices effective for orders placed by June 25, 2024 or until supplies run out.

This offer can be combined with other specials and existing volume discounts, including our 2024 Spring Special. All 
available 29 stud code ABS Angus bulls qualify. Semen must be ordered in 10-unit increments and free certificates 
will be provided on the qualifying bulls that semen was purchased on. Valid on orders placed and shipped only 
between February 1 through 29. You must provide your American Angus Association member code at the time of the 
order, and certificates will be provided in March. Bulls with limited supply may be excluded at any time.

Available for a limited time February 1 – 29, 2024!


